Alberta Site Rehabilitation Program

Mikisew Advisian Environmental is here to help!
Status update on the Alberta Site
Rehabilitation Program (SRP)

Initial details for period 5 and 6 of Alberta’s SRP were
released in November 2020. This release outlined
high level details on allocations and eligibility. More
details are expected in early February 2021.
$400M in grant funding will be available for
periods 5 and 6.

Period 5 and 6 are both open to 50% of contract
value grant, with the potential for grants issued
at 100% of contract face value where Indigenous
contractors are the applicants. Working with an
Indigenous contractor enables licensees to have up to
100% of eligible costs covered by SRP grants.

How can we help?

As an Indigenous owned company, MAE can
qualify for 100% funding.

MAE has extensive experience in remediation and
reclamation for well sites, pipelines, and facilities.
We are able to:
• Submit applications to the program for funding to
progress site clean up
• Act as the prime contractor to oversee all activities
on site
• Provide professional support for all environmental
activities needed to move sites to closure

Who is Mikisew Advisian Environmental (MAE)?

MAE is an Indigenous-owned Environmental & Engineering consultancy recognized by
Indigenous Service Canada. It is a partnership between the Mikisew Group of Companies (owned by
Mikisew Cree First Nation) and Advisian (Worley’s consulting business).
MAE’s focus is on providing world-class environmental services that incorporate traditional knowledge
and values into program designs and scopes while providing career opportunities by establishing
education-to-employment programs.
We support all aspects of closure for SRP eligible sites: well sites, associated facility sites, and
pipeline right-of-ways.

For more information, please contact:
Mark Greenhalgh

MAE Relationship Manager
P: 403-612-4867 | E: Mark.Greenhalgh@advisian.com
Thank you,

Edward Courtoreille

Chief Executive Officer - Mikisew Group of Companies

advisian.com/MAE

